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A LOCAL HOMOLOGY THEORY FOR LINEARLY COMPACT
MODULES
NGUYEN TU CUONG AND TRAN TUAN NAM
Abstract. We introduce a local homology theory for linearly compact modules
which is in some sense dual to the local cohomology theory of A. Grothendieck.
Some basic properties such as the noetherianness, the vanishing and non-vanishing
of local homology modules of linearly compact modules are proved. A duality theory
between local homology and local cohomology modules of linearly compact modules
is developed by using Matlis duality and Macdonald duality. As consequences of
the duality theorem we obtain some generalizations of well-known results in the
theory of local cohomology for semi-discrete linearly compact modules.
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1. Introduction
Although the theory of local cohomology has been enveloped rapidly for the
last 40 years and proved to be a very important tool in algebraic geometry and
commutative algebra, not so much is known about the theory of local homology.
First, E. Matlis in [17], [18] studied the left derived functors LI•(−) of the I−adic
completion functor ΛI(−) = lim←−
t
(R/It ⊗R −), where the ideal I was generated by
a regular sequence in a local noetherian ring R and proved some duality between
this functor and the local cohomology functor by using a duality which is called
today the Matlis dual functor. Next, Simon in [24] suggested to investigate the
module LIi (M) when M is complete with respect to the I-adic topology. Later, J.
P. C. Greenlees and J. P. May [9] using the homotopy colimit, or telescope, of the
cochain of Koszul complexes to define so called local homology groups of a module
M by
HI• (M) = H•(Hom(TelK
•(xt),M)),
where x is a finitely generated system of I and they showed, under some condition
on x which are automatically satisfied when R is noetherian, that the left derived
functors LI•(−) of the I−adic completion can be computed in terms of these local
homology groups. Then came the work of L. Alonso Tarr´ıo, A. Jeremias Lo´pez and
J. Lipman [1], they gave in that paper a sheafified derived-category generalization
of Greenlees-May results for a quasi-compact separated scheme. Note that a strong
connection between local cohomology and local homology was shown in [1] and [9].
Recently in [6], we defined the i-th local homology module HIi (M) of an R−module
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M with respect to the ideal I by
HIi (M) = lim←−
t
TorRi (R/I
t,M).
We also proved in [6] many basic properties of local homology modules and that
HIi (M)
∼= LIi (M) when M is artinian. Hence we can say that there exists a theory
for the left derived functors LI•(−) of the I−adic completion (as the local homology
functors) on the category of artinian modules over noetherian local rings parallel
to the theory of local cohomology functors on the category of noetherian modules.
However, while the local cohomology functors H•I (−) are still defined as the right
derived functors of the I-torsion functor ΓI(−) = lim−→
t
HomR(R/I
t,−) for not finitely
generated modules, our definition of local homology module above may not coincide
with LIi (M) in this case. One of the most important reasons is that, even if the
ring R is noetherian, the I-adic completion functor ΛI(−) is neither left nor right
exact on the category of all R-modules. Fortunately, it was shown by results of C.
U. Jensen in [11] that the inverse limit functors and therefore the local homology
functors still have good behaviour on the category of linearly compact modules.
The purpose of this paper is towards a local homology theory for linearly compact
modules. It should be mentioned that the concept of linearly compact spaces was
first introduced by Lefschetz [14] for vector spaces of infinite dimension and it was
then generalized for modules by D. Zelinsky [29] and I. G. Macdonald [16]. It
was also studied by other authors such as H. Leptin [15], C. U. Jensen [11], H.
Zo¨schinger [31] . . . . The class of linearly compact modules is very large, it contains
many important classes of modules such as the class of artinian modules, or the
class of finitely generated modules over a complete ring.
The organization of our paper is as follows. In section 2 we recall the concepts of
linearly compact and semi-discrete linearly compact modules by using the terminol-
ogy of Macdonald [16] and their basic facts . For any R−module N and a linearly
compact R−module M we show that there exists uniquely a topology induced by
a free resolution of N for ExtiR(N,M), and in addition N is finitely generated, for
TorRi (N,M); moreover these modules are linearly compact.
In section 3 we present some basic properties of local homology modules of
linearly compact modules such as the local homology functor HIi (−) is closed in
the category of linearly compact modules (Proposition 3.3). Proposition 3.5 shows
that our definition of local homology modules can be identified with the definition of
local homology modules of J. P. C. Greenlees and J. P. May [9, 2.4] in the category
of linearly compact modules.
In section 4 we study the vanishing and non-vanishing of local homology mod-
ules. Let M be a linearly compact R−module with NdimM = d, then HIi (M) = 0
for all i > d (Theorem 4.8). It was proved in [6, 4.8, 4.10] that NdimM = max{i |
Hmi (M) 6= 0} if M is an artinian module over a local ring (R,m), where NdimM
is the noetherian dimension defined by N. R. Roberts [21] (see also [13]). Unfortu-
nately, as in a personal communication of H. Zo¨schinger, he gave us the existence
of semi-discrete linearly compact modules K of noetherian dimension 1 such that
Hmi (K) = 0 for all non-negative integers i. However, we can prove in Theorem 4.10
that the above equality still holds for semi-discrete linearly compact modules with
NdimM 6= 1, moreover NdimΓm(M) = max
{
i | Hmi (M) 6= 0
}
if Γm(M) 6= 0
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In section 5 we show that local homology modules Hmi (M) of a semi-discrete
linearly compact module M over a noetherian local ring (R,m) are noetherian
modules on the m−adic completion R̂ of R (Theorem 5.2) On the other hand, for
any ideal I, HId (M) is a noetherian ΛI(R)−module provided M is a semi-discrete
linearly compact R−module with the Noetherian dimension NdimM = d (Theorem
5.3).
Section 6 is devoted to study duality. In this section (R,m) is a noetherian
local ring and the topology on R is the m−adic topology. Let E(R/m) be the
injective envelope of R/m and M a Hausdorff linearly topologized R−module.
Then the Macdonald dual M∗ of M is defined by M∗ = Hom(M,E(R/m)) the
set of continuous homomorphisms of R−modules. Note by Macdonald [16, 5.8]
that M is a semi-discrete module if and only if D(M) = M∗, where D(M) =
Hom(M,E(R/m)) is the Matlis dual of M . The main result of this section is
Theorem 6.4 which gives a duality between local cohomology modules and local
homology modules.
In the last section, based on the duality theorem 6.4 and the properties of local
homology modules in previous sections we can extend some well-known properties
of local cohomology of finitely generated modules for semi-discrete linearly compact
modules.
In this paper, the terminology ”isomorphism” means ”algebraic isomorphism”
and ”topological isomorphism” means ”algebraic isomorphism with the homomor-
phisms (and its inverse) are continuous”.
2. Linearly compact modules
First we recall the concept of linearly compact modules by using the terminology
of I. G. Macdonald [16] and some their basic properties. Let M be a topological
R−module. A nucleus of M is a neighbourhood of the zero element of M, and a
nuclear base of M is a base for the nuclei of M. If N is a submodule of M which
contains a nucleus then N is open (and therefore closed) inM andM/N is discrete.
M is Hausdorff if and only if the intersection of all the nuclei of M is 0. M is said
to be linearly topologized if M has a nuclear base M consisting of submodules.
Definition 2.1. A Hausdorff linearly topologized R−module M is said to be lin-
early compact if M has the following property: if F is a family of closed cosets (i.e.,
cosets of closed submodules) in M which has the finite intersection property, then
the cosets in F have a non-empty intersection.
It should be noted that an artinian R−module is linearly compact with the
discrete topology (see [16, 3.10]).
Remark 2.2. Let M be an R−module. If M is a family of submodules of M
satisfying the conditions:
(i) For all N1, N2 ∈M there is an N3 ∈M such that N3 ⊆ N1 ∩N2,
(ii) For an element x ∈M and N ∈M there is a nucleus U of R such that Ux ⊆ N,
then M is a base of a linear topology on M (see [16, 2.1]).
The following properties of linearly compact modules are often used in this paper.
Lemma 2.3. (see [16, §3]) (i) LetM be a Hausdorff linearly topologized R−module,
N a closed submodule of M. Then M is linearly compact if and only if N and M/N
are linearly compact.
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(ii) Let f : M −→ N be a continuous homomorphism of Hausdorff linearly topol-
ogized R−modules. If M is linearly compact, then f(M) is linearly compact and
therefore f is a closed map.
(iii) If {Mi}i∈I is a family of linearly compact R−modules, then
∏
i∈I
Mi is linearly
compact with the product topology.
(iv) The inverse limit of a system of linearly compact R−modules and continuous
homomorphisms is linearly compact with the obvious topology.
Lemma 2.4. (see [11, 7.1]) Let {Mt} be an inverse system of linearly compact
modules with continuous homomorphisms. Then lim←−
i
t
Mt = 0 for all i > 0. There-
fore, if
0 −→ {Mt} −→ {Nt} −→ {Pt} −→ 0
is a short exact sequence of inverse systems of R−modules, then the sequence of
inverse limits
0 −→ lim←−
t
Mt −→ lim←−
t
Nt −→ lim←−
t
Pt −→ 0
is exact.
Let M be a linearly compact R−module and F a free R−module with a base{
ei
}
i∈J
. We can define the topology on HomR(F,M) as the product topology via
the isomorphism HomR(F,M) ∼= MJ , where MJ =
∏
i∈J
Mi with Mi = M for all
i ∈ J. Then HomR(F,M) is a linearly compact R−module by 2.3 (iii). Moreover, if
h : F −→ F ′ is a homomorphism of free R−modules, the induced homomorphism
h∗ : HomR(F
′,M) −→ HomR(F,M) is continuous by [11, 7.4]. Let now
F• : . . . −→ Fi −→ . . . −→ F1 −→ F0 −→ N −→ 0.
a free resolution of an R-module N . Then ExtiR(N,M) is a linearly topologized R-
module with the quotient topology of Hom(Fi,M). This topology on Ext
i
R(N,M)
is called the topology induced by the free resolution F• of N .
Lemma 2.5. Let M be a linearly compact R−module and N an R−module. Then
for all i ≥ 0, ExtiR(N,M) is a linearly compact R−module with the topology induced
by a free resolution of N and this topology is independent of the choice of free
resolutions of N. Moreover, if f : N −→ N ′ is a homomorphism of R−modules,
then the induced homomorphism ExtiR(N
′,M) −→ ExtiR(N,M) is continuous.
Proof. Let F• be a free resolution of N. It follows as about that HomR(F•,M) is a
complex of linearly compact modules with continuous homomorphisms. Therefore
ExtiR(N,M) = H
i(HomR(F•,M)) is linearly compact by 2.3 (i), (ii). Let now G•
be a second free resolution of N . Then we get a quasi-isomorphism of complexes
ϕ• : F• −→ G• lifting the identity map ofN . Therefore the induced homomorphism
ϕ¯i : H
i(HomR(F•,M)) −→ H
i(HomR(G•,M))
is a topological isomorphism by [11, 7.4] and 2.3 (i), (ii) for all i. Similarly we can
prove for the rest statement 
Let N be a finitely generated R−module and
F• = . . . −→ Fi −→ . . . −→ F1 −→ F0 −→ N −→ 0
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a free resolution of N with the finitely generated free modules. As above, we can
define for a linearly compact module M a topology on TorRi (N,M) induced from
the product topology of Fi ⊗R M . Then by an argument analogous to that used
for the proof of Lemma 2.5, we get the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6. Let N be a finitely generated R−module and M a linearly compact
R−module. Then TorRi (N,M) is a linearly compact R−module with the topology
induced by a free resolution of N (consisting of finitely generated free modules)
and this topology is independent of the choice of free resolutions of N. Moreover,
if f : N −→ N ′ is a homomorphism of finitely generated R−modules, then the
induced homomorphism ψi,M : Tor
R
i (N,M) −→ Tor
R
i (N
′,M) is continuous.
The next result is often used in the sequel.
Lemma 2.7. Let N be a finitely generated R−module and {Mt} an inverse sys-
tem of linearly compact R−modules with continuous homomorphisms. Then for all
i ≥ 0, {TorRi (N,Mt)} forms an inverse system of linearly compact modules with
continuous homomorphisms. Moreover, we have
TorRi (N, lim←−
t
Mt) ∼= lim←−
t
TorRi (N,Mt).
Proof. Let F• be a free resolution of N with finitely generated free R−modules.
Since {Mt} is an inverse system of linearly compact modules with continuous homo-
morphisms, {Fi ⊗RMt} forms an inverse system of linearly compact modules with
continuous homomorphisms for all i ≥ 0 by 2.3 (iii). Then {TorRi (N,Mt)} forms
an inverse system of linearly compact modules with continuous homomorphisms.
Moreover
F• ⊗R lim←−
t
Mt ∼= lim←−
t
(F• ⊗RMt),
since the inverse limit commutes with the direct product and
Hi(lim←−
t
(F• ⊗R Mt)) ∼= lim←−
t
Hi(F• ⊗RMt)
by 2.4 and [19, 6.1, Theorem 1]. This finishes the proof. 
A Hausdorff linearly topologized R−module M is called semi-discrete if every
submodule ofM is closed. Thus a discrete R−module is semi-discrete. The class of
semi-discrete linearly compact modules contains all artinian modules. Moreover, it
also contains all finitely generated modules in case R is a complete local noetherian
ring (see [16, 7.3]). It should be mentioned here that our notions of linearly compact
and semi-discrete modules follow Macdonald’s definitions in [16]. Therefore the
notion of linearly compact modules defined by H. Zo¨schinger in [31] is different to
our notion of linearly compact modules, but it is coincident with the terminology
of semi-discrete linearly compact modules in this paper.
Denote by L(M) the sum of all artinian submodules ofM, we have the following
properties of semi-discrete linearly compact modules.
Lemma 2.8. (see [31, 1 (L5)]) LetM be a semi-discrete linearly compact R−module.
Then L(M) is an artinian module.
We now recall the concept of co-associated primes of a module (see [5], [27],
[31]). A prime ideal p is called co-associated to a non-zero R−module M if there
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is an artinian homomorphic image L of M with p = AnnR L. The set of all co-
associated primes to M is denoted by CoassR(M). M is called p−coprimary if
CoassR(M) =
{
p
}
. A module is called sum-irreducible if it can not be written as
a sum of two proper submodules. A sum-irreducible module M is p−coprimary,
where p =
{
x ∈ R/xM 6=M
}
(see [5, 2]).
Lemma 2.9. (see [31, 1 (L3,L4)]) Let M be a semi-discrete linearly compact
R−module. Then M can be written as a finite sum of sum-irreducible modules and
therefore the set Coass(M) is finite.
3. Local homology modules of linearly compact modules
Let I be an ideal of R, the i-th local homology module HIi (M) of an R−module
M with respect to I is defined by (see [6, 3.1])
HIi (M) = lim←−
t
TorRi (R/I
t,M).
It is clear that HI0 (M)
∼= ΛI(M), in which ΛI(M) = lim←−
t
M/ItM the I−adic com-
pletion of M.
Remark 3.1. (i) As ItTorRi (R/I
t,M) = 0, TorRi (M/I
tM,N) has a natural struc-
ture as a module over the ring R/It for all t > 0. ThenHIi (M) = lim←−
t
TorRi (R/I
t,M)
has a natural structure as a module over the ring ΛI(R) = lim←−
t
R/It.
(ii) If M is a finitely generated R−module, then HIi (M) = 0 for all i > 0 (see [6,
3.2 (ii)]).
Lemma 3.2. (see [6, §3]) Let I be an ideal generated by elements x1, x2, . . . , xr and
Hi(x(t),M) the i−th Koszul homology module of M with respect to the sequence
x(t) = (xt1, . . . , x
t
r). Then for all i ≥ 0,
(i) HIi (M)
∼= lim←−
t
Hi(x(t),M),
(ii) HIi (M) is I−separated, it means that
⋂
t>0
ItHIi (M) = 0.
Let M be a linearly compact R−module. Then TorRi (R/I
t,M) is also a linearly
compact R−module by the topology defined as in 2.6, so we have an induced
topology on the local homology module HIi (M).
Proposition 3.3. Let M be a linearly compact R−module. Then for all i ≥ 0,
HIi (M) is a linearly compact R−module.
Proof. It follows from 2.6 that {TorRi (R/I
t,M)}t forms an inverse system of linearly
compact modules with continuous homomorphisms. Hence HIi (M) is also a linearly
compact R−module by 2.3 (iv). 
The following proposition shows that local homology modules can be commuted
with inverse limits of inverse systems of linearly compact R−modules with contin-
uous homomorphisms.
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Proposition 3.4. Let {Ms} be an inverse system of linearly compact R−modules
with the continuous homomorphisms. Then
HIi (lim←−
s
Ms) ∼= lim←−
s
HIi (Ms).
Proof. Note that inverse limits are commuted. Therefore
HIi (lim←−
s
Ms) = lim←−
t
TorRi (R/I
t, lim
←−
s
Ms)
∼= lim←−
t
lim
←−
s
TorRi (R/I
t,Ms)
∼= lim←−
s
lim
←−
t
TorRi (R/I
t,Ms) = lim←−
s
HIi (Ms)
by 2.7. 
Let LIi be the i−th left derived functor of the I−adic completion functor ΛI . The
next result shows that in case M is linearly compact, the local homology module
HIi (M) is isomorphic to the module L
I
i (M), thus our definition of local homology
modules can be identified with the definition of J. P. C. Greenlees and J. P. May
(see [9, 2.4]).
Proposition 3.5. Let M be a linearly compact R−module. Then
HIi (M)
∼= LIi (M)
for all i ≥ 0.
Proof. For all i ≥ 0 we have a short exact sequence by [9, 1.1],
0 −→ lim←−
1
t
TorRi+1(R/I
t,M) −→ LIi (M) −→ H
I
i (M) −→ 0.
Moreover, it follows from 2.6 that {TorRi+1(R/I
t,M)} forms an inverse system of
linearly compact modules with continuous homomorphisms. Hence, by 2.4
lim←−
1
t
TorRi+1(R/I
t,M) = 0
and the conclusion follows. 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of 3.5.
Corollary 3.6. Let
0 −→M ′ −→M −→M” −→ 0
be a short exact sequence of linearly compact modules. Then we have a long exact
sequence of local homology modules
· · · −→ HIi (M
′) −→ HIi (M) −→ H
I
i (M”) −→
· · · −→ HI0 (M
′) −→ HI0 (M) −→ H
I
0 (M”) −→ 0.
The following theorem gives us a characterization of I−separated modules.
Theorem 3.7. Let M be a linearly compact R−module. The following statements
are equivalent:
(i) M is I−separated, it means that
⋂
t>0
ItM = 0.
(ii) M is complete with respect to the I−adic topology, it means that ΛI(M) ∼=M.
(iii) HI0 (M)
∼=M, HIi (M) = 0 for all i > 0.
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To prove Theorem 3.7, we need the two auxiliary lemmas. The first lemma shows
that local homology modules HIi (M) are ΛI−acyclic for all i > 0.
Lemma 3.8. Let M be a linearly compact R−module. Then for all j ≥ 0,
HIi (H
I
j (M))
∼=
{
HIj (M), i = 0,
0, i > 0.
Proof. It follows from 2.6 that
{
TorRj (R/I
t,M)
}
t
forms an inverse system of lin-
early compact R−modules with the continuous homomorphisms. Then we have by
3.4 and 3.2 (i),
HIi (H
I
j (M)) = H
I
i (lim←−
t
TorRj (R/I
t,M))
∼= lim←−
t
HIi (Tor
R
j (R/I
t,M))
∼= lim←−
t
lim←−
s
Hi(x(s),Tor
R
j (R/I
t,M)),
in which x = (x1, . . . , xr) is a system of generators of I and x(s) = (x
s
1, . . . , x
s
r).
Since x(s)TorRj (R/I
t,M) = 0 for all s ≥ t, we get
lim←−
s
Hi(x(s),Tor
R
j (R/I
t,M)) ∼=
{
TorRj (R/I
t,M), i = 0,
0, i > 0.
This finishes the proof. 
Lemma 3.9. Let M be a linearly compact R−module. Then
HIi (
⋂
t>0
ItM) ∼=
{
0, i = 0,
HIi (M), i > 0.
Proof. From the short exact sequence of linearly compact R−modules
0 −→ ItM −→M −→M/ItM −→ 0
for all t > 0 we derive by 2.4 a short exact sequence of linearly compact R−modules
0 −→
⋂
t>0
ItM −→M −→ ΛI(M) −→ 0.
Hence we get a long exact sequence of local homology modules
· · · −→ HIi+1(ΛI(M)) −→ H
I
i (
⋂
t>0
ItM) −→ HIi (M) −→ H
I
i (ΛI(M)) −→
· · · −→ HI1 (ΛI(M)) −→ H
I
0 (
⋂
t>0
ItM) −→ HI0 (M) −→ H
I
0 (ΛI(M)) −→ 0.
The lemma now follows from 3.8. 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. (ii)⇔ (i) is clear from the short exact sequence
0 −→
⋂
t>0
ItM −→M −→ ΛI(M) −→ 0.
(i)⇒ (iii).We haveHI0 (M)
∼= ΛI(M) ∼=M. Combining 3.9 with (i) givesH
I
i (M)
∼=
HIi (
⋂
t>0
ItM) = 0 for all i > 0.
(iii)⇒ (ii) is trivial. 
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From Theorem 3.7 we have the following criterion for a finitely generated module
over a local noetherian ring to be linearly compact.
Corollary 3.10. Let (R,m) be a local noetherian ring and M a finitely generated
R−module. Then M is a linearly compact R−module if and only if M is complete
with respect to the m−adic topology.
Proof. Since M is a finitely generated R−module, M is m−separated. Thus, if M
is a linearly compact R−module, Λm(M) ∼=M by 3.7. Conversely, ifM is complete
in m−adic topology, we haveM ∼= lim←−
t
M/mtM. ThereforeM is a linearly compact
R−module by 2.3 (iv), as M/mtM are artinian R−modules for all t > 0. 
4. Vanishing and non-vanishing of local homology modules
Recall that L(M) is the sum of all artianian submodules of M and Soc(M)
the socle of M is the sum of all simple submodules of M . The I−torsion functor
ΓI is defined by ΓI(M) = ∪
t>0
(0 :MI
t). To prove the vanishing and non-vanishing
theorems of local cohomology modules, we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. LetM be a semi-discrete linearly compact R−module. Then HI0 (M) =
0 if and only if xM =M for some x ∈ I.
Proof. By [6, 2.5], HI0 (M) = 0 if and only if IM = M. Hence the result follows
from 2.9 and [5, 2.9]. 
Lemma 4.2. Let M be a semi-discrete linearly compact R−module and Soc(M) =
0. Then
HIi (M) = 0
for all i > 0.
Proof. Combining 3.9 with 4.1we may assume, by replacing M with
⋂
t>0
ItM, that
there is an x ∈ I such that xM = M. As Soc(M) = 0, it follows from [31, 1.6 (b)]
that 0 :M x = 0. Thus we have an isomorphismM
x
∼=M. It induces an isomorphism
HIi (M)
x
∼= HIi (M)
for all i > 0. By 3.2 (ii), we have
HIi (M) = xH
I
i (M) =
⋂
t>0
xtHIi (M) = 0
for all i > 0. 
Lemma 4.3. Let M be a semi-discrete linearly compact R−module. Then there
are only finitely many distinct maximal ideals m1,m2, . . . ,mn of R such that
L(M) =
n⊕
j=1
Γmj (M).
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Proof. By 2.8, L(M) is an artinian R−module. Thus, by virtue of [23, 1.4] there
are finitely many distinct maximal ideals m1,m2, . . . ,mn of R such that
L(M) =
n⊕
j=1
Γmj (L(M)) ⊆
n⊕
j=1
Γmj (M).
Therefore it remains to show that Γm(M) is artinian for any maximal ideal m of
R. Indeed, there is from [31, Theorem] a short exact sequence 0 −→ N −→M −→
A −→ 0, where N is finitely generated and A is artinian. Then we have an exact
sequence
0 −→ Γm(N) −→ Γm(M) −→ Γm(A).
Obviously, Γm(A) is an artinianR−module, Γm(N) is a finitely generatedR−module
annihilated by a power of m, and hence it is of finite length. So Γm(M) is an artinian
R−module as required. 
Lemma 4.4. Let M be a semi-discrete linearly compact R−module. Then there
are only finitely many distinct maximal ideals m1,m2, . . . ,mn of R such that
HIi (M)
∼=
n⊕
j=1
HIi (Γmj (M))
for all i > 0, and the following sequence is exact
0 −→
n⊕
j=1
HI0 (Γmj (M)) −→ H
I
0 (M) −→ H
I
0 (M/
n⊕
j=1
Γmj (M)) −→ 0.
Proof. The short exact sequence of linearly compact R−modules
0 −→ L(M) −→M −→M/L(M) −→ 0
gives rise to a long exact sequence of local homology modules
. . . −→ HIi+1(M/L(M)) −→ H
I
i (L(M)) −→ H
I
i (M) −→ H
I
i (M/L(M)) −→ . . . .
By 4.2, HIi (M/L(M)) = 0 for all i > 0, as Soc(M/L(M)) = 0. Then we get
HIi (M)
∼= HIi (L(M)) for all i > 0 and the short exact sequence
0 −→ HI0 (L(M)) −→ H
I
0 (M) −→ H
I
0 (M/L(M)) −→ 0.
Now the conclusion follows from 4.3. 
We have an immediate consequence of 4.3 and 4.4 for the local case.
Corollary 4.5. Let (R,m) be a local noetherian ring andM a semi-discrete linearly
compact R−module. Then
L(M) = Γm(M), H
I
i (M)
∼= HIi (Γm(M))
for all i > 0, and the following sequence is exact
0 −→ HI0 (Γm(M)) −→ H
I
0 (M) −→ H
I
0 (M/Γm(M)) −→ 0.
We now recall the concept of Noetherian dimension of an R−moduleM denoted
by NdimM. Note that the notion of Noetherian dimension was introduced first by
R. N. Roberts [21] by the name Krull dimension. Later, D. Kirby [13] changed
this terminology of Roberts and refereed to Noetherian dimension to avoid con-
fusion with well-know Krull dimension of finitely generated modules. Let M be
an R−module. When M = 0 we put NdimM = −1. Then by induction, for any
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ordinal α, we put NdimM = α when (i) NdimM < α is false, and (ii) for every
ascending chain M0 ⊆M1 ⊆ . . . of submodules of M, there exists a positive integer
m0 such that Ndim(Mm+1/Mm) < α for all m ≥ m0. Thus M is non-zero and
finitely generated if and only if NdimM = 0. If 0 −→ M” −→M −→M ′ −→ 0 is
a short exact sequence of R−modules, then NdimM = max{NdimM”,NdimM ′}.
Remark 4.6. (i) In case M is an artinian module, NdimM <∞ (see [21]). More
general, if M is a semi-discrete linearly compact module, there is a short exact
sequence 0 −→ N −→ M −→ A −→ 0 where N is finitely generated and A is
artinian (see [31, Theorem])). Hence NdimM = max{NdimN,NdimA} <∞.
(ii) If M is an artinian R−module or more general, a semi-discrete linearly
compact R−module, then NdimM 6 max{dimR/ p | p ∈ Coass(M)}. Especially,
ifM is an artinian module over a complete local noetherian ring (R,m), NdimM =
max{dimR/ p | p ∈ Coass(M)} (see [28, 2.10]).
Lemma 4.7. Let M be an R−module with NdimM = d > 0 and x ∈ R such that
xM =M. Then
Ndim0 :M x 6 d− 1.
Proof. Consider the ascending chain
0 ⊆ 0 :M x ⊆ 0 :M x
2 ⊆ . . . .
As NdimM = d, there exists a positive integer n such that Ndim(0 :M x
n+1/0 :M
xn) 6 d− 1. Since xM =M, the homomorphism 0 :M xn+1/0 :M xn
xn
−→ 0 :M x is
an isomorphism. Therefore Ndim0 :M x 6 d− 1. 
Theorem 4.8. Let M be a linearly compact R−module with NdimM = d. Then
HIi (M) = 0
for all i > d.
Proof. Let M be a nuclear base of M . Then, by [16, 3.11], M = lim←−
U∈M
M/U. It
follows from 3.4 that
HIi (M)
∼= lim←−
U∈M
HIi (M/U).
Note that M/U is a discrete linearly compact R−module with NdimM/U 6
NdimM. Thus we only need to prove the theorem for the case M is a discrete
linearly compact R−module. Let L(M) be the sum of all artinian R−submodules
of M, by 2.8, L(M) is atinian. From the proof of 4.4, we have the isomorphisms
HIi (M)
∼= HIi (L(M))
for all i > 0. As NdimL(M) 6 NdimM = d, HIi (L(M)) = 0 for all i > d by [6,
4.8] and then the proof is complete. 
Remark 4.9. In [6, 4.8, 4.10] we proved that ifM is an artinian module on a local
noetherian ring (R,m), then
NdimM = max
{
i | Hmi (M) 6= 0
}
,
where we use the convention that max(∅) = −1. Therefore it raises to the following
natural question that whether the above equality holds true when M is a semi-
discrete linearly compact module? Unfortunately, the answer is negative in general.
The following counter-example is due to H. Zo¨schinger. Let (R,m) be a complete
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local noetherian domain of dimension 1 and K the field of fractions of R. Consider
K as an R−module. Then Soc(K) = 0 and Coass(K) = {0}, therefore NdimK = 1
by [31, 1.6 (a)]. Since K/R is artinian, it follows by [31, Theorem] that K is a semi-
discrete linearly compact R−module. As xK = K for any non-zero element x ∈ m,
Hm0 (K) = 0 by 4.1. Moreover, we obtain by 4.2 that H
m
i (K) = 0 for all i > 0 .
Thus
NdimK = 1 6= −1 = max
{
i | Hmi (K) 6= 0
}
.
However, the following theorem gives an affirmative answer for the question when
NdimM 6= 1.
Theorem 4.10. Let (R,m) be a local noetherian ring and M a non zero semi-
discrete linearly compact R−module. Then
(i) NdimΓm(M) = max
{
i | Hmi (M) 6= 0
}
if Γm(M) 6= 0;
(ii) NdimM = max
{
i | Hmi (M) 6= 0
}
if NdimM 6= 1.
Proof. (i) Since Γm(M) is the artinian R−module, we obtain from [6, 4.8, 4.10]
that
NdimΓm(M) = max
{
i | Hmi (Γm(M)) 6= 0
}
.
Thus (i) follows from 4.5.
(ii) First, note by virtue of [31, 1.6 (a)] and 4.6 (ii) that if Soc(M) = 0 then
NdimM 6 1. If Γm(M) = 0 then Soc(M) = 0 by 4.3. So we get from the
hypothesis that NdimM = 0. It follows that M is a finitely generated R−module
and Hm0 (M)
∼= M̂ 6= 0, where M̂ is the m−adic completion of M . Thus (ii)
is proved in this case. Assume now that Γm(M) 6= 0. By (i) we have only to
show that NdimM = NdimΓm(M). Indeed, it is trivial for the case NdimM =
0. Let NdimM > 1. From the short exact sequence 0 −→ Γm(M) −→ M −→
M/Γm(M) −→ 0 we get
NdimM = max{NdimΓm(M),NdimM/Γm(M)}.
Since Soc(M/Γm(M)) = 0, Ndim(M/Γm(M)) 6 1. Thus NdimM = NdimΓm(M)
as required. 
A sequence of elements x1, . . . , xr in R is said to be anM−coregular sequence (see
[20, 3.1]) if 0 :M (x1, . . . , xr) 6= 0 and 0 :M (x1, . . . , xi−1)
xi−→ 0 :M (x1, . . . , xi−1) is
surjective for i = 1, . . . , r. We denote by widthI(M) the supremum of the lengths
of all maximal M−coregular sequences in the ideal I. Note by 4.6 (i) and 4.7 that
widthI(M) 6 NdimM <∞
when M is a semi-discrete linearly compact R−module.
Theorem 4.11. Let M be a semi-discrete linearly compact R−module and I an
ideal of R such that 0 :M I 6= 0. Then all maximal M−coregular sequences in I
have the same length. Moreover
widthI(M) = inf{i/H
I
i (M) 6= 0}.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that if {x1, x2, . . . , xn} is a maximal M−coregular
sequence in I, then HIi (M) = 0 for all i < n, and H
I
n(M) 6= 0. We argue by the
induction on n. When n = 0, there does not exists an element x in I such that
xM =M. Then HI0 (M) 6= 0 by 4.1.
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Let n > 0. The short exact sequence
0 −→ 0 :M x1 −→M
x1−→M −→ 0
gives rise to a long exact sequence
. . . −→ HIi (M)
x1−→ HIi (M) −→ H
I
i−1(0 :M x1) −→ . . . .
By the inductive hypothesis, HIi (0 :M x1) = 0 for all i < n − 1 and H
I
n−1(0 :M
x1) 6= 0. Therefore by virtue of 3.2 (ii), HIi (M) = x1H
I
i (M) =
⋂
t>0
xt1H
I
i (M) = 0
for all i < n. Now, it follows from the exact sequence
. . . −→ HIn(M)
x1−→ HIn(M) −→ H
I
n−1(0 :M x1) −→ 0
and HIn−1(0 :M x1) 6= 0 that H
I
n(M) 6= 0 as required. 
Remark 4.12. We give here an example which shows that the condition Γm(M) 6=
0 in Theorem 4.10 (i) is needful. Let R be the ring and K the R−module as in 4.9.
SetM = N⊕K, where N is a finitely generated R−module satisfying depth
m
M ≥
1. Then, it is easy to check that Γm(M) = 0 and H
m
i (M)
∼= Hmi (K) = 0 for all
i ≥ 1 and Hm0 (M) ∼= H
m
0 (N)
∼= N̂ 6= 0. Therefore
NdimΓm(M) = −1 6= 0 = max
{
i | Hmi (M) 6= 0
}
.
We have seen in Remark 4.9 the existence of a non-zero semi-discrete linearly
compact module K such that Hmi (K) = 0 for all i ≥ 0. Below, we give a charac-
terization for this class of semi-discrete linearly compact modules. This corollary
also shows that we can not drop the condition 0 :M I 6= 0 in the assumption of
Theorem 4.11.
Corollary 4.13. Let (R,m) be a local noetherian ring and M a non-zero semi-
discrete linearly compact module. Then Hmi (M) = 0 for all i ≥ 0 if and only if
there exists an element x ∈ m such that xM =M and 0 :M x = 0.
Proof. Let Hmi (M) = 0 for all i ≥ 0. We obtain by 4.1 that xM = M for some
x ∈ m. On the other hand, it follows from the short exact sequence 0 −→ 0 :M
x −→M
x
−→M −→ 0 that Hmi (0 :M x) = 0 for all i ≥ 0. Since 0 :M x is artinian by
[31, Corollary 1 (b0)], 0 :M x = 0 by [6, 4.10]. Conversely, suppose that xM = M
and 0 :M x = 0, then for all i ≥ 0
Hmi (M) = xH
m
i (M) =
⋂
t>0
xtHmi (M) = 0
by 3.2 (ii). 
5. Noetherian local homology modules
First, the following criterion for a module to be noetherian is useful for the
investigation of the noetherian property of local homology modules.
Lemma 5.1. Let J be a finitely generated ideal of a commutative ring R such that
R is complete with respect to the J−adic topology and M an R−module. If M/JM
is a noetherian R−module and M is J−separated (i. e.,
⋂
t>0
J tM = 0), then M is
a noetherian R−module.
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Proof. Set
K =
⊕
t≥0
J tM/J t+1M
the associated graded module over the graded ring
GrJ (R) =
⊕
t≥0
J t/J t+1.
Let x1, x2, . . . , xs be a system of generators of J and (R/J)[T1, . . . , Ts] the polyno-
mial ring of variables T1, T2, . . . , Ts. The natural epimorphism
g : (R/J)[T1, . . . , Ts] −→ GrJ (R)
leads K to be an (R/J)[T1, . . . , Ts]−module. We write Kt = J
tM/J t+1M for all
t ≥ 0, then K0 = M/JM is a noetherian R/J−module by the hypothesis. On the
other hand, it is easy to check that
Kt+1 =
s∑
i=1
TiKt
for all t ≥ 0. Thus K satisfies the conditions of [12, 1 (i)]. Then K is a noetherian
(R/J)[T1, . . . , Ts]−module and so K is a noetherian GrJ (R)−module. Moreover
M is J−separated by the hypothesis. Therefore M is a noetherian R−module by
[2, 10.25]. 
Theorem 5.2. Let (R,m) be a local noetherian ring andM a semi-discrete linearly
compact R−module. Then Hmi (M) is a noetherian R̂−module for all i ≥ 0.
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on i. If i = 0, we have Hm0 (M)
∼=
Λm(M). As M is a semi-discrete linearly compact R−module, M/mM is also a
semi-discrete linearly compact R/m−module. By virtue of [16, 5.2], M/mM is a
finite dimensional vector R/m−space. Then Λm(M) is a noetherian R̂−module by
[7, 7.2.9]. Let i > 0. Combining 3.9 with 4.1 we may assume, by replacing M with⋂
t>0
mtM, that there is an element x ∈ m such that xM =M. Then the short exact
sequence of linearly compact modules
0 −→ 0 :M x −→M
x
−→M −→ 0
gives rise to a long exact sequence of local homology modules
. . . −→ Hmi (M)
x
−→ Hmi (M)
δ
−→ Hmi−1(0 :M x) −→ . . . .
If 0 :M x = 0, then H
m
i (M) = xH
m
i (M) =
⋂
t>0
xtHmi (M) = 0 for all i ≥ 0 by 3.2 (ii).
We now assume that 0 :M x 6= 0. By the inductive hypothesis, H
m
i−1(0 :M x) is a
noetherian R̂−module. Set H = Hmi (M), we have H/xH
∼= Im δ ⊆ Hmi−1(0 :M x).
It follows that H/xH is a noetherian R̂−module. Thus H/mˆH is also a noetherian
R̂−module. Moreover,
⋂
t>0
mˆ
t
H =
⋂
t>0
mtHmi (M) = 0. Therefore H is a noetherian
R̂−module by 5.1. 
Theorem 5.3. Let (R,m) be a local noetherian ring andM a semi-discrete linearly
compact R−module with NdimM = d. Then HId (M) is a noetherian module on
ΛI(R).
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Proof. We argue by induction on d. If d = 0, M is a finitely generated R−module,
and so is I−separated. By 3.7, HI0 (M) ∼= ΛI(M) ∼= M, therefore H
I
0 (M) is a
noetherian ΛI(R)−module. Let d > 0. From 3.9 we have HId (M)
∼= HId ( ∩
t>0
ItM).
If Ndim( ∩
t>0
ItM) < d, then HId(M) = 0 by 4.8 and then there is nothing to prove.
If Ndim( ∩
t>0
ItM) = d, by 4.1 we may assume, by replacing M with ∩
t>0
ItM, that
there is an element x ∈ I such that xM =M. Then, from the short exact sequence
of linearly compact modules
0 −→ 0 :M x −→M
x
−→M −→ 0
we get an exact sequence of local homology modules
HId (M)
x
−→ HId (M)
δ
−→ HId−1(0 :M x).
Note by 4.7 that Ndim(0 :M x) 6 d− 1. If Ndim(0 :M x) < d− 1, then HId−1(0 :M
x) = 0 by 4.8 and therefore
HId (M) = xH
I
d (M) =
⋂
t>0
xtHId (M) = 0
by 3.2 (ii). Assume that Ndim(0 :M x) = d−1. It follows by the inductive hypothe-
sis that HId−1(0 :M x) is a noetherian ΛI(R)−module. On the other hand, we have
HId(M)/xH
I
d (M)
∼= Im δ ⊆ HId−1(0 :M x). Thus H
I
d (M)/xH
I
d (M) is a noether-
ian ΛI(R)−module. Therefore HId(M)/JH
I
d (M) is a noetherian ΛI(R)−module,
where J = IΛI(R). Moreover, since
⋂
t>0
J tHId (M) =
⋂
t>0
ItHId (M) = 0 and ΛI(R)
is complete in J−adic topology, HId (M) is a noetherian ΛI(R)−module by 5.1 as
required. 
6. Macdonald duality
Henceforth (R,m) will be a local noetherian ring with the maximal ideal m.
Suppose now that the topology on R is the m−adic topology.
Let M be an R−module and E(R/m) the injective envelope of R/m . The
module D(M) = Hom(M,E(R/m)) is called Matlis dual of M. If M is a Haus-
dorff linearly topology R−module, then Macdonald dual of M is defined by M∗ =
Hom(M,E(R/m)) the set of continuous homomorphisms of R−modules (see [16,
§9]). In case (R,m) is local complete, the topology on M∗ is defined as in [16,
8.1]. Moreover, if M is semi-discrete, then the topology of M∗ coincides with that
induced on it as a submodule of E(R/m)M , where E(R/m)M =
∏
x∈M
(E(R/m))x,
(E(R/m))x = E(R/m) for all x ∈M (see [16, 8.6]).
Lemma 6.1. (see [16, 5.8]) A Hausdorff linearly topologized R−module M is
semi-discrete if and only if D(M) =M∗.
Lemma 6.2. (see [16, 5.7]) Let M be a Hausdorff linearly topologized R−module
and u :M −→ A∗ a homomorphism. Then the following statements are equivalent:
a) u is continuous, b) keru is open, c) keru is closed.
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A Hausdorff linearly topologizedR−module is m−primary if each element of M
is annihilated by a power of m . A Hausdorff linearly topologized R−module M is
linearly discrete if every m−primary quotient of M is discrete. It should be noted
that if M is linearly discrete, then M is semi-discrete. The direct limit of a direct
system of linearly discrete R−modules is linearly discrete. If f : M −→ N is an
epimorphism of Hausdorff linearly topologized R−modules in which M is linearly
discrete, then f is continuous (see [16, 6.2, 6.7, 6.8]). Then I. G. Macdonald [16]
established the duality between linearly discrete and linearly compact modules as
follows.
Theorem 6.3. ( [16, 9.3, 9.12, 9.13]) Let (R,m) be a complete local noetherian
ring.
(i) If M is linearly compact, then M∗ is linearly discrete (hence semi-discrete). If
M is semi-discrete, then M∗ is linearly compact.
(ii) If M is linearly compact or linearly discrete, then we have a topological isomor-
phism ω :M
≃
−→M∗∗.
The following duality theorem between local homology and local cohomology
modules is the main result of this section.
Theorem 6.4. (i) Let M be an R−module. Then for all i ≥ 0,
HIi (D(M))
∼= D(HiI(M)).
(ii) If M is a linearly compact R−module, then for all i ≥ 0,
HIi (M
∗) ∼= (HiI(M))
∗.
Moreover, if (R,m) is a complete local noetherian ring, then
HiI(M
∗) ∼= (HIi (M))
∗.
(iii) If (R,m) is a complete local noetherian ring and M a semi-discrete linearly
compact R−module, then we have topological isomorphisms of R−modules for all
i ≥ 0,
HiI(M
∗) ∼= (HIi (M))
∗,
HIi (M
∗) ∼= (HiI(M))
∗.
To prove Theorem 6.4 some auxiliary lemmas are necessary. First, we show
that the Macdonald dual functor (−)∗ is exact on the category of linearly compact
R−modules and continuous homomorphisms.
Lemma 6.5. Let
0−→M
f
−→N
g
−→P −→ 0
be a short exact sequence of linearly compact R−modules, in which the homomor-
phisms f, g are continuous. Then the induced sequence
0−→P ∗
g∗
−→N∗
f∗
−→M∗−→ 0
is exact.
Proof. By [16, 5.5] f is an open mapping, so replace M by f(M) we may assume
that M is a close submodule of N. Therefore, by [16, 5.9], for any continuous
homomorphism h : M −→ E(R/m) there is a continuous homomorphism ϕ :
N −→ E(R/m) which extends h. Thus f∗ is surjective. It is easy to see that
g∗ is injective and Im g∗ ⊆ ker f∗. So it remains to show that ker f∗ ⊆ Im g∗. Let
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ψ ∈ ker f∗, we have ψ(ker g) = ψ(f(M)) = 0. Then ψ induces a homomorphism
φ : P −→ E(R/m) such that φ ◦ g = ψ. It follows kerφ = g(kerψ). Since ψ
is continuous, kerψ is open by 6.2. Moreover, g is open, so kerφ is also open.
Therefore φ is continuous by 6.2. Thus ψ ∈ Im g∗. This finishes the proof. 
Note that submodules and homomorphic images of a semi-discrete module are
also semi-discrete. The following consequence shows that the converse is also true
in the category of linearly compact R−modules.
Corollary 6.6. Let
0−→M
f
−→N
g
−→P −→ 0
be a short exact sequence of linearly compact R−modules with continuous homo-
morphisms f, g. If M and P are semi-discrete, then N is also semi-discrete.
Proof. It follows from 6.1 and the hypothesis that P ∗ = D(P ) and M∗ = D(M).
We now have a commutative diagram
0−→ P ∗
g∗
−→ N∗
f∗
−→ M∗ −→ 0
‖ ↓ j ‖
0−→ D(P )
D(g)
−→ D(N)
D(f)
−→ D(M) −→ 0,
in which j is an inclusion and rows are exact by 6.5 and [22, 3.16]. It follows that
N∗ = D(N), thus N is semi-discrete by 6.1 (i). 
Lemma 6.7. Let N be a finitely generated R−module and M a linearly compact
R−module. Then
(TorRi (N,M))
∗ ∼= ExtiR(N,M
∗),
TorRi (N,M
∗) ∼= (ExtiR(N,M))
∗
for all i ≥ 0.
Proof. Let
F• : · · · −→ Fi −→ Fi−1 −→ · · · −→ F1 −→ F0 −→ N −→ 0
be a free resolution of N, in which the free R−modules Fi are finitely generated.
Consider F•
⊗
RM as a complex of linearly compact R−modules with continuous
differentials. Since the Macdonald dual functor (−)∗ is exact on the category of
linearly compact R−modules and the continuous homomorphisms by 6.5, it follows
by [19, 6.1 Theorem 1] that
(Hi(F• ⊗RM))
∗ ∼= Hi((F• ⊗R M)
∗).
On the other hand, by virtue of [16, 2.5] we have
(F• ⊗R M)
∗ ∼= HomR(F•,M
∗).
Therefore
(TorRi (N,M))
∗ ∼= (Hi(F• ⊗R M))
∗
∼= Hi(HomR(F•,M
∗))
∼= ExtiR(N,M
∗).
The proof of the second isomorphism is similar. 
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If M is a linearly topologized R−module, then the module ExtiR(R/I
t,M) is
also a linearly topologized R−module by the topology defined as in 2.5. Since the
local cohomology module HiI(M) = lim−→
t
ExtiR(R/I
t,M) is a quotient module of
⊕
t
ExtiR(R/I
t,M), it becomes a linearly topologized R−module with the quotient
topology.
Lemma 6.8. Let (R,m) be a complete local noetherian ring. If M is a semi-
discrete linearly compact R−module, then M is linearly discrete and therefore the
local cohomology modules HiI(M) are linearly discrete R−modules for all i ≥ 0.
Proof. We first show that ifM is a semi-discrete linearly compact R−module, then
M is linearly discrete. Indeed, sinceM is semi-discrete,M∗ is linearly compact and
hence M∗∗ is linearly discrete by 6.3 (i). On the other hand, since M is a linearly
compact R−module, we have by 6.3 (ii) a topological isomorphism M ∼= M∗∗.
Therefore M is linearly discrete. Now, by the same argument as in the proof
of 2.5 we can prove that {ExtiR(R/I
t,M)}t is a direct system of semi-discrete
linearly compact R−modules with the continuous homomorphisms, and therefore
it is a direct system of linearly discrete modules. Thus, by [16, 6.7] HiI(M) =
lim
−→
t
ExtiR(R/I
t,M) are linearly discrete for all i ≥ 0. 
Now we are able to prove the duality theorem 6.4.
Proof of Theorem 6.4. (i) was proved in [6, 3.3 (ii)].
(ii) Note by [16, 2.6] that for a direct system {Mt} of Hausdorff linearly topolo-
gized R−modules with the continuous homomorphisms we have an isomorphism
lim←−
t
M∗t
∼= (lim−→
t
Mt)
∗. Moreover, since
{
ExtiR(R/I
t,M)
}
t
forms a direct system of
linearly compact R−modules with continuous homomorphisms by 2.5, we get by
6.7 that
HIi (M
∗) = lim←−
t
TorRi (R/I
t,M∗)
∼= lim←−
t
(ExtiR(R/I
t,M))∗
∼= (lim−→
t
ExtiR(R/I
t,M))∗ = (HiI(M))
∗.
To prove the second isomorphism note by [16, 9.14] that for an inverse system
{Mt} of linearly compact modules over complete local noetherian ring with con-
tinuous homomorphisms we have an isomorphism (lim
←−
t
Mt)
∗ ∼= lim−→
t
M∗t , and that
{TorRi (R/I
t,M)}t forms an inverse system of linearly compact R−modules with
continuous homomorphisms by 2.6. It follows by 6.7 that
HiI(M
∗) = lim
−→
t
ExtiR(R/I
t,M∗)
∼= lim−→
t
(TorRi (R/I
t,M))∗
∼= (lim←−
t
TorRi (R/I
t,M))∗ = (HIi (M))
∗.
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(iii) Let us prove the first isomorphism. From (ii), it is the algebraic isomorphism.
Thus, by [16, 6.8], we only need to show that both HiI(M
∗) and (HIi (M))
∗ are
linearly discrete. Indeed, it follows from 3.3 and 6.3 (i) that (HIi (M))
∗ is linearly
discrete. On the other hand, since M is semi-discrete linearly compact, M∗ is
linearly compact and linearly discrete. Therefore the local cohomology modules
HiI(M
∗) are linearly discrete by 6.8, and the first topological isomorphism is proved.
The second topological isomorphism follows from the first one and 6.3 (ii). 
Corollary 6.9. Let (R,m) be a complete local noetherian ring.
(i) If M is linearly compact R−module, then for all i ≥ 0,
HiI(M)
∼= (HIi (M
∗))∗,
HIi (M)
∼= (HiI(M
∗))∗.
(ii) If M is a semi-discrete linearly compact R−module, then we have topological
isomorphisms of R−modules for all i ≥ 0,
HiI(M)
∼= (HIi (M
∗))∗,
HIi (M)
∼= (HiI(M
∗))∗.
Proof. (i) follows from 6.4 (ii), 6.3 (ii).
(ii) follows from 6.4 (iii) and 6.3 (ii). 
7. Local cohomology of semi-discrete
linearly compact modules
In this section (R,m) is a local noetherian ring with the m−adic topology. We
denote by (R̂, mˆ) the m−adic completion of R with the maximal ideal mˆ and M̂ the
m−adic completion of the module M . Recall that an artinian R−module A has a
natural structure as a module over R̂ as follows (see [23, 1.11]): Let aˆ = (an) ∈ R̂
and x ∈ A; since mk x = 0 for some positive integer k, anx is constant for all
large n, and we define aˆx to be this constant value. Then we have the following
generalization of this fact for linearly compact R−modules.
Lemma 7.1. Let M be a linearly compact R−module. Then the following state-
ments are true.
(i) M has a natural structure as a linearly compact module over R̂. Moreover, a
subset N of M is a linearly compact R̂−submodule if and only if N is a closed
R−submodule.
(ii) Assume in addition that M is a semi-discrete R−module. Then M is also a
semi-discrete linearly compact R̂−module.
Proof. (i) Assume that
{
Ui
}
i∈J
is a nuclear base of M consisting of submodules.
Then M ∼= lim←−
i∈J
M/Ui, in which M/Ui is an artinian R−module for all i ∈ J by
[16, 3.11, 4.1, 5.5]. It should be noted by [23, 1.11] that an artinian module over
a local noetherian ring (R,m) has a natural structure as an artinian module over
R̂ so that a subset of M is an R−submodule if and only if it is an R̂−submodules.
Thus
{
M/Ui
}
i∈J
can be regard as an inverse system of artinian R̂−modules with
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R̂−homomorphisms. Therefore, pass to the inverse limits, M has a natural struc-
ture as a linearly compact module over R̂.
It is clear that a linearly compact R̂−submodule ofM is a closed R−submodule.
Now, if N is a closed R−module of M, then N ∼= lim←−
i∈J
N/(N ∩ Ui). Since
N/(N ∩ Ui) ∼= (N + Ui)/Ui ⊆M/Ui,
N/(N ∩ Ui) can be considered as an artinian R−submodule of M/Ui, so it is
an artinian R̂−submodule. Moreover, the homomorphisms of the inverse system{
N/(N ∩ Ui)
}
i∈J
are induced from the inverse system
{
M/Ui
}
i∈J
. Therefore, by
2.3 (iv) N is an linearly compact R̂−submodule of M .
(ii) follows immediately from (i) by the fact that all submodules of a semi-discrete
linearly compact module are closed. 
Remember that the (Krull) dimension dimRM of a non-zero R−module M is
the supremum of lengths of chains of primes in the support of M if this supremum
exists, and ∞ otherwise. If M is finitely generated, then dimM = max{dimR/ p |
p ∈ AssM}. For convenience, we set dimM = −1 if M = 0.
Corollary 7.2. Let M be a semi-discrete linearly compact R−module. Then
(i) NdimRM = Ndim bRM ;
(ii) dimRM = dim bRM.
Proof. (i) follows immediately from 7.1 (ii) and the definition of Noetherian dimen-
sion.
(ii) In the special caseM is a finitely generated R−module, from 3.7 we haveM ∼=
Λm(M) = M̂ , and therefore dimRM = dim bRM by [3, 6.1.3]. For any semi-discrete
linearly compact module M , there is by [31, Theorem] a short exact sequence
0 −→ N −→ M −→ A −→ 0, where N is finitely generated and A is artinian. As
dimRA = dim bRA = 0 and dimRN = dim bRN, we get dimRM = dim bRM. 
Remark 7.3. (i) Denote C the category of semi-discrete linearly compactR−modules.
It is well-known that the category C contains the category of artinian R−modules
and also the category of finitely generated R−modules if R is complete. However,
there are many semi-discrete linearly compact R−modules which are neither ar-
tinian nor finitely generated. The first example for this conclusion is the module
K in Remark 4.9. More general, let R be complete ring, A an artinian R−module
with NdimA > 0 and N a finitely generated R−module with dimN > 0. Then
M = A⊕N is semi-discrete linearly compact. Further, let Q be a quotient module
of M, then Q is also a semi-discrete linearly compact R−module.
(ii) If M ∈ C, then by 6.1 the Matlis dual D(M) and the Macdonald dual M∗ are
the same. Moreover, M is linearly discrete by 6.8 and can be regarded by 7.1 as
an R̂−module, therefore the Macdonald dual functor (−)∗ is a functor from C to
itself and we have by 6.3 a topological isomorphism ω :M
≃
−→M∗∗. Thus, (−)∗ is
an equivalent functor on the category C.
Lemma 7.4. Let M be a semi-discrete linearly compact R−module. Then
NdimRM
∗ = dimRM and NdimRM = dimRM
∗.
Proof. From 7.1 (ii) and 7.2 we may assume that (R,m) is a complete ring. If M
is finitely generated R−module, M∗ is artinian. Keep in mind in our case that
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M∗ = D(M), then the equality NdimM∗ = dimM follows from the well-known
facts of Matlis duality. IfM is artinian, then it is clear that NdimM∗ = dimM = 0.
Suppose now thatM is semi-discrete linearly compact. There is by [31, Theorem] a
short exact sequence 0 −→ N −→M −→ A −→ 0 in which N is finitely generated
and A is artinian. Thus we get by Macdonald duality an exact sequence 0 −→
A∗ −→M∗ −→ N∗ −→ 0, where N∗ is artinian and A∗ is finitely generated. Then
NdimM∗ = max
{
NdimN∗,NdimA∗
}
= max
{
dimN, dimA
}
= dimM.
The second equality follows from 7.3, (ii). 
Now we are able to extend well-known results in Grothendieck’s local cohomology
theory of finitely generated R−modules for semi-discrete linearly compact modules.
Theorem 7.5. Let M be a non zero semi-discrete linearly compact R−module.
Then
(i) dimRM = max
{
i | Hi
m
(M) 6= 0
}
if dimRM 6= 1;
(ii) dimR(M̂) = max
{
i | Hi
m
(M) 6= 0
}
if M̂ 6= 0.
Proof. (i) Note by 7.1 (ii) and 7.2 that M is a semi-discrete linearly compact
R̂−module with dimRM = dim bRM . Moreover, the natural homomorphism f :
R −→ R̂ gives by [3, 4.2.1] an isomorphism Hd
m
(M) ∼= Hdbm(M). Thus, we may as-
sume without any loss of generality that (R,m) is a complete local noetherian ring.
As M is a semi-discrete linearly compact R−module, M∗ is also a semi-discrete
linearly compact R−module by 6.3 (i). Recall by [16, 5.6] that M∗ = 0 if only if
M = 0. Then, since 1 6= dimM = NdimM∗, it follows from 7.4, 4.10 (ii) and 6.4
(ii) that
dimM = NdimM∗ = max
{
i | Hmi (M
∗) 6= 0
}
= max
{
i | Hi
m
(M)∗ 6= 0
}
= max
{
i | Hi
m
(M) 6= 0
}
.
(ii) The continuous epimorphisms M −→M/mtM for all t > 0 induce by 2.4 a
continuous epimorphism pi : M −→ M̂. Moreover pi is the open homomorphism by
[16, 5.5]. Thus M̂ is also a semi-discrete linearly compact R−module. It follows
from 7.2 that dimR M̂ = dim bR M̂. Hence, as in the proof of (i) we may assume
without any loss of generality that (R,m) is a complete local noetherian ring. Note
that HI0 (M)
∼= ΛI(M) and H0I (M)
∼= ΓI(M), hence we have by 6.4 (ii)
0 6= (M̂)∗ = (Hm0 (M))
∗ ∼= Γm(M
∗).
Thus, by virtue of 7.4, 4.10 (i) and 6.4 (ii) we get
dim M̂ = Ndim(M̂)∗ = NdimΓm(M
∗) =max
{
i | Hmi (M
∗) 6= 0
}
=max
{
i | (Hi
m
(M))∗ 6= 0
}
=max
{
i | Hi
m
(M) 6= 0
}
.
The proof is complete. 
Remark 7.6. (i) The condition NdimM 6= 1 in Theorem 7.5 (i) is necessary.
Indeed, take the ring R and the semi-discrete linearly compact R−module K as
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in Remark 4.9 and set L = K∗. It follows from 6.4 (iii) and 4.9 that Hi
m
(L) ∼=
Hmi (K)
∗ = 0 for all i ≥ 0. Hence
dimL = NdimK = 1 6= −1 = max
{
i | Hi
m
(L) 6= 0
}
.
(ii) The condition M̂ 6= 0 in Theorem 7.5 (ii) can also not be dropped as the
following example shows. Set M = L ⊕ A, where A is an artinian R−module
satisfying widthmA ≥ 1. Then there is an element x ∈ m such that xM =M , and
therefore M̂ = 0. It is easy to see that Hi
m
(M) = Hi
m
(L) = 0 for all i ≥ 1 and
H0
m
(M) ∼= H0
m
(A) = A. Thus
dim M̂ = −1 6= 0 = max
{
i | Hi
m
(M) 6= 0
}
.
To complete the unusual behaviour on the vanishing theorem of local coho-
mology for semi-discrete linearly compact modules we give a characterization of
semi-discrete linearly compact modules, whose all local cohomology modules are
vanished.
Corollary 7.7. Let M be a semi-discrete linearly compact R−module. Then
Hi
m
(M) = 0 for all i ≥ 0 if and only if there exists an element x ∈ m such that
xM =M and 0 :M x = 0.
Proof. The conclusion follows from 4.13 by using 6.4 (ii) and 7.3 (ii). 
Recall that a sequence of elements x1, . . . , xr in R is said to be an M−regular
sequence if M/(x1, . . . , xr)M 6= 0 and M/(x1, . . . , xi−1)M
xi−→M/(x1, . . . , xi−1)M
is injective for i = 1, . . . , r. Denote by depthI(M) the supremum of the lengths of
all maximal M−regular sequences in I. Then we have
Theorem 7.8. Let M be a semi-discrete linearly compact R−module such that
M/IM 6= 0. Then
depthI(M) = inf{i/H
i
I(M) 6= 0}.
Proof. Note by [20, §3] that x1, . . . , xr is anM−regular sequence if and only if it is
a D(M)−coregular sequence. Since M is semi-discrete linearly compact, D(M) =
M∗ and therefore depthI(M) = widthI(M
∗). On the other hand, M∗ is a semi-
discrete linearly compact R−module by 6.3(i) and 0 :M∗ I ∼= (M/IM)∗ 6= 0. Thus
the conclusion follows by virtue of 4.11 and 6.4 (ii). 
Following is the artinianness of local cohomology modules.
Theorem 7.9. LetM be a semi-discrete linearly compact R−module with dimRM =
d. Then the following statements are true.
(i) The local cohomology modules Hi
m
(M) are artinian R−modules for all i ≥ 0;
(ii) The local cohomology module HdI (M) is artinian.
Proof. Note first that ifA is an artinian R̂−module, then A is an artinianR−module.
Therefore, from the independent of the base ring of local cohomology and 7.1 we
may assume without loss of generality that R is complete. Then, by applying the
duality between local homology and local cohomology 6.4, the statement (i) follows
from 5.2 and the statement (ii) from 5.3. 
Finally, as an immediate consequence of Theorem 7.9 we get the following well-
known result.
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Corollary 7.10. (see [3, 7.1.3, 7.1.6]) Let M be a finitely generated R−module with
dimRM = d. Then the local cohomology modules H
i
m
(M) and HdI (M) are artinian
R−modules for all i ≥ 0.
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